
hen you think about e-commerce or e-payments, 
the likely image is going to somewhere like Ama-
zon, picking an item and then buying it through a 

portal. The reality is that newer ways of carrying out online 
transitions or handling finances are going to emerge over the 
next few years, and the landscape may change drastically 
between then and now.

The best place to start is an EU directive which came into 
effect this year, PSD2 (Revised Payment Services Directive). 
The applications from the directive — which enables bank 
customers, both business and customers, to use third-party 
providers to manage their finances — haven’t quite emerged 
yet, but with the likes of Revolut and Fire already in play, it’s 
only a matter of time before banks have to get their act together.

“The standard banks don’t have real-time payments so they 
need to get their act together as with Revolut, it’s anytime, 
24/7, weekend, and normal banks don’t have that,” said Marc 
O’Dwyer, chief executive, Big Red Cloud. 

“There are major changes coming along and then with 
e-payments it’s becoming more of a reality that companies 
can pay each other without needing the banks, so it’s just 
e-payments directly to each other.”

As new methods of handling finances change, so too do 
the measures ensuring that such data is safe. There’s a reason 
why the financial sector has such robust security measures in 
place and for companies like Elavon, which offers merchant 
services to businesses, it’s about keeping a close eye on it.

“We’re looking very closely with PSD2 and particularly 
those two elements, that element of secure customer au-
thentication is one part of it . . . and also access to accounts 
which is the bit about open banking,” said Eric Horgan, Elavon 

Ireland’s country manager.
“Card is the most prevalent payment type in Ireland at the 

moment, but where those preferences change and where 
paying for things via online bank transfer becomes the way 
in which people want to conduct their business and people 
want to be paid, then that’s the space that we’re very much 
interested in being in.

“It’s offering customers other ways to pay and that’s some-
thing that we’re very much looking into. From a security 
perspective as well, that’s a big driver of PSD2, so we’ll have 
the next generation of 3D secure as well, so you’d be aware 
purchasing online you’re prompted for a 3D secure password 
that you set up.”

All of this is exciting from the consumer side of things, but 
Irish businesses are in a different place entirely. In general, 
Irish businesses as a whole have been slow in embracing the 
opportunities e-commerce provides. 

While there are schemes to help small businesses to trade 
online — the government has a grant scheme that offers up 
to €2,500 to do this — it still requires businesses to prioritise 
it in some form.

“Irish companies have slipped behind and a lot of foreign 
retailers are coming in, especially for things like Cyber Mon-
day and stealing a lot of business from Irish consumers,” said 
O’Dwyer. “Irish companies don’t keep their e-commerce 
sites up to date and they really should. 

“It’s another window for the public to their sales and if 
they don’t keep that up to date, people get bored. If it’s not 
relevant, people don’t hang around and they’ll go to the ones 
that are more relevant and in vogue.”

At the very least, there is much room for e-commerce in 
Ireland to grow. In comparison to the British market, Horgan 
said that the Irish market isn’t as mature, but shows steady 
growth.

“Overall, we’d be considered a less-mature e-commerce 
market than the UK and we do find there’s a considerable 
amount of spend from Irish consumers to larger brands that 
might be European and UK brands, so there’s a good bit of 
that,” he said.

“That would be represented in the high street as well where 
brand is king and that part of the beauty of online anyway 
means you can be based anywhere but based in somebody’s 
house so we’ve seen that, and definitely our growth rate would 
be higher than the UK, but reflecting the fact that they’ve 

gone into that steady growth rate pace of growth.
“I’d consider Ireland still high-growth in e-commerce. July 

and August seem to flatten out a bit, but 5 per cent to 6 per 
cent growth rate signifies something that’s still very much 
got a good way to go. A lot of tailwinds behind it in terms of 
mobile and mobile adoption in Ireland and more payments 
going through the mobile device.

“Apple Pay and Google Pay to some extent have influenced 
online, but are also part of the contactless change in Ireland.” 

Changes, changes, changes 

Yet it is understandable why smaller businesses find it difficult 
to jump into the e-commerce market. A simple front-end can 
disguise what is a very complex back-end and it’s something 
Joe Roche, the head of communications at Blueface, knows 
all too well.

“The complexity that goes into simplicity is overwhelming,” 
he said. “Even if you look at our portal and platform, our 
whole goal with it is to create simple telephone infrastructure 
governance, and to do that we had to build a software platform 
that’s intuitive, that has all the familiar signs and symbols for 
change, they would recognise a different software platform.”

Yet the benefits do outweigh the initial costs as Alan Haverty, 
the managing director of Outlier, said.

“On the immediacy front, e-commerce in Ireland still has 
a ways to go, but from dealing with people in the web and 
design front, there’s still a huge number of companies that 
would benefit from selling online that aren’t,” he said. 

“The fear factor of hacking and security and payments 
and dealing with stuff online is being demolished by the 
really good e-commerce companies. Cart abandonment is 
becoming less of an issue because of the ways they can target 
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and give customers reminders of the brand and the products 
they may or may not want to buy in the future.

“We nearly appreciate now that the cost of marketing to 
someone who’s been on your e-commerce site is so little, it 
does away with the need of special offers. 

“Sometimes it’s just about reminding the customer that 
they were wishing to make that purchase for that time and I 
think strong e-commerce and the use of marketing has im-
proved with the use of display ads, the push is gone and you 
can be more tailored when you’re pushing to people online.” 

Much of the challenge for those engaging in e-commerce 
is to ensure that potential purchases aren’t abandoned along 
the way. At its most basic, it’s placing an item in a cart and 
hoping that the intent is strong enough that a purchase is 
completed, but there are other ways of increasing the chances 
of a purchase.

The major areas Haverty can see making an impact on 
e-commerce are AR and VR technologies. While that mightn’t 
necessarily tie into direct purchases, it’s the experience and 
marketing that will stick in people’s minds, and can lead to 
a greater likelihood to purchase something. 

“If you look towards a place of high retail like New York 
City, there are a number of companies using the space for 
experiential retail,” he said. “They’re basically bringing you 
through the experience of the brand and the product and 
getting you to buy it through an instantaneous version rather 
than browsing an [seemingly] endless number of products 
on shelf.

“From doing a little bit of research around that, there’s 
definitely scope for Ireland to do something on that, espe-
cially with small retailers which have an opportunity to play 
around with that, whether it’s VR or AR and being immersed 
in the brand so heavily that you want to buy.”

If such a set up is out of the reach of a retailer, there are 
more smaller initiatives that can help increase the chances 
of succeeding. Horgan mentioned one that Elavon provides 
— multicurrency convergence, which shows the price of an 
item in the currency the buyer uses. It’s a simple change, yet 
something that can have a major impact on converting intent 
from foreign buyers into sales.

“We find that businesses as they grow, initially the smaller 
businesses anyway, they’ll have an Irish customer base and 
the very next space that they’d want to export to is the UK,” 
he said.

“Britain is the large e-commerce market and part of the 
challenge they have is pricing in local currency and we offer 
a service, we support them to price in whatever currency 
the customer who is on their website would like to pay in, 
prompted by their IT address, you’ll get your local currency.

“Our research and experience has shown a good part of 
the reasons why a purchase would be abandoned is people 
want to pay in their own currency and when they’re offered 
the price in their own currency, they’re more comfortable 
with the website and less likely to abandon the transaction 
which is what online retailers hate to see. 

Overall, the real step Irish businesses must take is to en-
sure they have an e-commerce offering of some kind as it’s 
leaving money on the table.

O’Dwyer recommends that companies should not “try 
to fight it, but embrace it” in some form. If you can’t build 
your own e-commerce system, it’s worth considering using 

a third-party like Amazon to give you that presence. It might 
be reduced margins, but having a presence and being dis-
covered is better than having none.

“It should enable you to reduce staff costs, reduce errors, 
increase the efficiencies of your whole process from making a 
sale, receiving a payment and doing set up books and records 
in your accounting systems, all electronically, all in a much 

faster manner,” he said. 
“Ultimately it means at the touch of a button, you know 

where your business stands, whether you’re making a profit 
or loss, how much cash you have on hand or in the bank, how 
much your suppliers [are owed], it’s all much quicker which 
makes a business more efficient and makes them more suc-
cessful which ultimately make them grow and last longer.”
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